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Dfo grandine farm

Dungeon Fighter Online &gt; General Debates &gt; Farming Gold Theme Details currently lvl 87 and I'm spending more gold than I'm earning what constantly makes me poor. What are some good places to grow gold? (Mainly for bonuses at the end, such as putting the difficulty of the jacket with fewer rooms if you can
name any?) And are there faster methods than these? Note: This should only be used to report spam, advertising, and problematic emails (harassment, fights, or rude posts). Cookies help us to offer our services. By using our services, you agree to our use of cookies. Welcome to the DFO World Wiki. With many
important updates since the release of DFO, many items are missing. Visit Item Database Project for more information. Remember to click Show Preview before saving the page. Thank you for the updated snafuPop logo! From DFO World Wiki Please refer to this link if you want to know more about how much 2
character you can earn in 6 days. I'll be short and fast. All links lead to Grandine run youtube video. Top level quick and easy grinders (with Halidom)Swiftmaster (New subclass M Mage)AsuraNen EmperessTop Tier but need decent gearsMecanico (Need Crazed Arsonist 9 set)Asura (Need Furious Rampage 9 set)Nen
Emperor (Need Shi mmering Ons Ons Ramessed or Nen Conduit 9 set)Female Spitfire (After renewal)It is not the best but decentVanguard (Makes good a hit kills with Halidom)Rouge (Strong and fast)Vegabond (It has very fast attack speed + movement speed)Master of weapons (draw sword op)Male Spitfire (wait for
renewal cause right now is fking trash)Some other small tips If your difficulty is above the king's road, then your fine (the overall gold difference is like 10 -15% just)Try to get the free time within 1 minute 30 seconds. If you take more than that, chances are you'll get bored. Make your own skill guide through the room.
Compiling videos isn't always the best. P.S Grandine vs Time SquareGrandine is better because it's easier and faster to grind. It also gives you more gold (including the price of 5k gold terrarium). If you are well oriented, it might be worth grinding Time Square Slayer as the boss card can be sold as 80m each in the AH.
So what do you do with the 40m gold you won while mole for six days? So you can always:buy anton raid, buy as 1000 dcbuy an avatar pack for your altor sell it to some Chinese gold site and get a hot prostitute. P.S NOW SWIFT MASTER IS THE BEST GRINDER FOR GRANDINEI'i will do like 3 swift masters and
make magtonium slaves 2 49 comments
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